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xyz is a polar graphing calculator application for your pc running windows. with xyz you can graph complex polar equations including polar asymptotes, polar loop, and polar asymptotes in polar coordinates. simple polar equations can be graphed to display radial distance vs. polar angle
or radial velocity vs. polar angle. xyz supports nearly all the commonly used mathematical functions including trigonometric functions, inverse trigonometric functions, hyperbolic functions, logarithms, and rounding and absolute value functions. the xyz program comes with a built in

help function that allows you to view quick animations demonstrating how to plot complex polar equations and to calculate quickly your values of interest. an additional tutorial video is also included. seamlessly display and play multimedia files including animations, mpeg-1, mpeg-2 and
mpeg-4 videos, mpeg audio, jpeg, gif, tiff, bmp, ea, avi, wmv and swf. play and manage multiple video files, including fragments and multiple sub-files. install and play broken files in windows. support for various types of video container: h.264, wmv, flv, rm, rmvb, vp6, vp5, vp4, vp8,
mov, 3gp, 4gp, m4v, asf. the application can also record from the screen or from a camera. the original soundtrack and graphics can be saved for playback at any time. the application allows you to play, browse and manage multimedia files. polar.net is an instant messaging (im) and

discussion software package that is preconfigured to use various im protocols, including msn, yahoo!, irc, icq, gaim, and aim, using rfc 1459 as the underlying protocol. polar.net supports subscriptions to newsgroups, being available for most of the popular newsgroups. groups and news
items can be discussed in messages, and made public to subscribers and external users through the preferences menu. the preferences menu allows the user to tailor the application, configuring it with the im clients that they want it to use. chats with groups and other individuals, and

group messages are conducted through their chosen im clients. a variety of online and offline contact methods are supported, such as email, im and instant messaging.
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polar daikon enterprise is a set of end-to-end policy-based solution for enterprise, including a cloud-based web-based management console, a set of mobile apps, and an optional service for those who want to use it. polar daikon web is a complete solution for secure and reliable wan
computing with a focus on stateful computing, packet-based computing, and optimization for enterprise web sites with a high volume of traffic. the patent-pending technology behind daikon enterprise combines a set of advanced cryptographic techniques with a powerful and extensible
policy engine to provide a powerful infrastructure for secure, fast, and reliable ecommerce, online payments, and web server computing. polar daikon gateway is a set of open source, stand-alone gateway products that provide secure, reliable, and scalable access to web servers. daikon
gateway is designed for high security environments and provides a comprehensive platform for web security. it is created to bridge the tcp/ip protocol over the internet and http, and provides a rich set of http authentication, content security, ssl, and compression, security, and tunneling

functionality. polar real media player is an easy-to-use media player that can play most of the videos on the internet. real media player allows users to browse the web, receive video from websites, and download videos. it can also be used as a video organizer. features: open source,
easy to use, integrated to your web browser, no plug-ins, built-in keyboard shortcuts, supports the most common video formats, including quicktime, real player, dvd video, real media, flash, windows media and apple quicktime, and more. 5ec8ef588b
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